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BREW BUS - DOUBLE DECKER
A silky chocolate character balanced by English hops, Double Decker pours a dark brown 
with a velvety tan head and a decadent malt character.

6.5% ABV

DELIRIUM NOEL
Sweet malty aromas with a slightly tart fruit taste which becomes more noticeable as the 
beer warms up. Sweet honey undertone offset the spiciness of this beautifully crafted & 
complex beer. High in alcohol content, full bodied and medium carbonation with a dry 
finish.

FINCH’S - SOBEK & SET
Sobek & Set is named after the Egyptian gods representing a boar and a crocodile. 
The beer is dark with mahogany and burgundy highlights. This is achieved by using 
generous amounts of Briess Midnight Wheat for a dark color and smooth finish without 
the astringent, roasted qualities. Caramel malt is also present. This beer is balanced with 
earthy and citrus hops.

8.0% ABV

Available Now

Available Now!

Available Now!

10% ABV

FOUNDER’S - AZACCA IPA
Named after the Haitian god of agriculture, this IPA will hit at 7.0% ABV and 70 IBU. 
Naturally, Azacca hops were used. Will be packaged in 12oz bottles and kegs.

Available January 

7.0% ABV

FOUNDER’S - IMPERIAL STOUT
Brewed with ten varieties of malted barley, this stout is smooth as silk, yet complex and 
rich in body. Serve this guy at cellar temperature. Put another log on the fire, sit back and 
enjoy the friendship of this ultimate winter warmer.

Available January 

6.4% ABV

FOUNDER’S - CURMUDGEON OLD ALE
Think classic seafaring ports, local pubs and weathered old fishermen. This old ale is brewed 
with molasses and an insane focus on the malt bill, then oak-aged. The result is a rich, malty 
delight that’s deceptively smooth and drinkable.

Available March

10.0% ABV
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HARPOON - WINTER WARMER
Cinnamon and nutmeg dominate the aroma. The taste is a rich combination of the holiday 
spices and the hearty malt backbone.  There is a mild sweetness to the finish along with the 
lingering flavor of the spices. 

5.9% ABV

HARPOON LIMITED SERIES- CHOCOLATE STOUT
Harpoon’s Limited Edition Chocolate Stout is brewed with an abundance of chocolate malt 
and a touch of chocolate flavor. The sweetness of the malt is balanced by a light hop addition 
creating a rich, creamy ale. 

LA TRAPPE - QUADRUPEL
Quadrupel is deep russet in color with deep sweet and spicy notes in the aroma. Very full 
bodied, sweetish and malty but finishes with a drinkable balance and leaves a warming, 
soothing trail of happiness down your throat. 

10% ABV

Available Now!

Available Now!

5.9% ABV

MEANTIME - CRANBERRY STOUT
Cranberry Stout is the perfect beer with your holiday turkey, ham or roast beef. Fruity, tart 
and nicely roasted, it’ll cut through the noise and increase your overall satisfaction with this 
hectic time of year.

Available Now!

6.0% ABV

TBA
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MEANTIME - RUSSIAN IMPERIAL STOUT
Big, viciously smooth and the perfect beer to contemplate winter, mortality, and the 
meaning of life.

Available Now!

8.5% ABV

MOODY TONGUE - APPLEWOOD GOLD
This 5.0% Gold carries the flavors of applewood alongside the aromatics of peachwood 
within a light, refreshing body.

Available in January

5.0% ABV
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RIVER HORSE - OATMEAL MILK STOUT
Oatmeal cookies and chocolate milk: the sweet staples of childhood. River Horse tapped 
into their nostalgia to bring you this creamy chocolaty stout. Rolled oats and dark roasted 
malts blended with a touch of sweetness, awaken your inner child. So go ahead, enjoy 
cookies and milk any time you want, you’re an adult now!

RIVERHORSE - BARREL AGED BARLEY WINE
River Horse’s malt-forward barley wine is brewed with a complex variety of malts and 
aged in Tennessee whiskey barrels for almost a year, lending notes of oak and vanilla. 
At 11% this is the perfect beer for sipping in front of the fire on those cold winter nights!

11% ABV

Available Now!

Available End of November

6.7% ABV

RIVER HORSE - BELGIAN FREEZE
Belgian Freeze has a variety of malts lending notes of raisin and caramel, combined with 
Trappist yeast, provide a malty yet spicy remedy that will warm you from the inside. This 
Belgian style warmer will ensure your hair stays in all the right places!

8.0% ABV

Available Now!

SPEAKEASY - SCARFACE IMPERIAL STOUT
Scarface is a complicated brew—behind its fiercely black exterior is a mélange of subtly 
different roasted malt flavors. This year’s version is deceptively smooth and rich while still 
maintaining big intense flavors.

9.5% ABV

Available Now!

SPEAKEASY - THE COVERUP IPA
A refreshingly golden colored ale with aroma of white wine, lemongrass, and peach draw 
you in nose first. Immediately the floral character of this Belgian yeast grabs you, and walks 
you through two varieties of wheat, specialty, and pale malts as the aggressive west coast 
style bittering makes this White IPA unique. A light medium bodied mouth with medium 
carbonation, & the strong flavors of Nelson & Azacca hops, make this ale an incredibly 
refreshing choice for a time of year dominated with dark beer.

Available January

6.2% ABV

SPEAKEASY - OLD GODFATHER BARLEY WINE 
Old Godfather pours a light amber with a beige lacing. Aromas of fresh pine and citrus 
dominate, giving way to deep flavors of nutty maltiness and burnt caramel. A spicy hop bite 
of citrus peel rounds out the rich mouthfeel. Bittersweet English malts and cut-throat West 
Coast hops make Godfather a barley wine that is not to be taken lightly. This re-release of 
Old Godfather is the first vintage of its kind. As a brazenly robust brew, Old Godfather will 
benefit from years of cellaring, developing new refinements in character over time.

Available February

9.5% ABV
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STONE - COFFEE MILK STOUT
This English-style milk stout, originally a limited-edition offering at Stone Brewing World Bistro & 
Gardens – Liberty Station, proved the perfect foil for beans from San Diego-based Ryan Bros Coffee. 
The bitterness of the coffee is balanced out brilliantly by the milk sugar Stone  used to add a touch of 
sweetness and creaminess to the stout’s smooth, easy-drinking texture. 

10.6% ABV

STONE - XOCOVEZA FOR THE HOLIDAYS & NEW YEAR
Our distinctive Xocoveza Mocha Stout, crafted to mimic the piquant flavors of Mexican hot chocolate, 
is back. This creamy, semisweet milk stout has pronounced tiers of chocolate, coffee, pasilla peppers, 
vanilla, cinnamon and nutmeg. 

Available Now!

Available Mid November

8.1% ABV

STEVENS POINT - ST. BENEDICT WINTER ALE 
St. Benedict of Nursia lived in the late 5th century. The Rule of St. Benedict that, among other virtues, 
teaches humility. Inspired by this Rule we humbly offer St. Benedict’s Winter Ale, a hand-crafted ale 
using generous amounts of dark roasted malts and the finest noble hops for a robust warming flavor. 

Available Now!

5.4% ABV

ST. FEUILLIEN - SPECIALE 
Speciale is the pinnacle of the brewing art at St. Feuillien. It’s brewed in the middle of the year, aged for 
a minimum of 6 weeks in cold tanks and then bottle conditioned in the warm room for 2 more weeks. 
The result is a beer that has a clean, delicious flavor and a beautiful, elegant condition. Speciale is dark 
brown, full bodied and very flavorful. Aromas and flavors of fig, date and currants mingle with allspice, 
cinnamon and cocoa on the palate.

9.0% ABV

Available Now!
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UFO - GINGERLAND
Cinnamon, clove and ginger combine with an unfiltered wheat beer in this deliciously spiced, 
gingerbread-inspired beer. 

Available Now!

5.2% ABV
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ASPALL - IMPERIAL ENGLISH DRAFT CIDER
Rich, dark golden colour. Traditional bittersweet cyder-apple aroma with floral notes and 
dried fruit. Palate rich, quite sweet and full bodied, with a balancing refreshing acidity. A 
unique and very complex flavour reminiscent of Christmas cake. Very long on the finish, 
sweetish but not cloying. Always Gluten-Free.

8.2% ABV

Available Now!

J.K SCRUMPY’S WINTERUPTION 
Warm up this winter with J.K Scrumpy’s organic winter cider; Lightly spiced with ethically 
traded cinnamon, vanilla and a wee drop of syrup from old Maple trees on the farm.
As always, J.K. Scrumpy’s is Organic, Gluten, Sulfite and Sorbate Free

TBA!

8.5% ABV

Holiday Cider

Gift Packs
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OLD WORLD COLLECTION GIFT BOX
3-12.7oz bottles of Sour Beer.  (4 giftboxes per order)
Each giftbox includes one bottle of:
-Bacchus 4.5%ABV - Malt sweetness balanced by tangy notes provided by a 
unique mix of bacteria and yeasts living in the wooden barrels. Ruby colored 
with an aroma of ripe fruit and sherry.

-Fond Tradition Gueuze 5% ABV - A dry beer that starts with a very pungent 
aroma of over-ripened apples and finishes with a crisp sourness. A funky brew 
that reminds you of history with every sip. A true LIVING ALE.

-Fond Tradition Kriek 6.5% ABV - Wild Yeast ferment the Oblacinska cherries 
to express a musty spice that is the trademark of Old-World cherry lambics. 
Earthy, yet crisp and bright, this beer is a true exploration of the senses.

TRIPEL KARMELIET GIFT BOX
4 - 11.2oz bottles of Tripel Karmeliet and matching glass.
(6 giftboxes per order)
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WEIHENSTEPHAN GIFT BOX
Each gift box includes 5 - 16.9oz bottles and 1 weiss glass.
(4 gift boxes per order)

LION GIFT BOX
Each package comes with 1 bottle of Lion Stout, 1 bottle of Lion Imperial,
and a matching Lion glass.
(2 gift boxes per order)

LA TRAPPE GIFT BOX
2 bottles each of La’Trappe Isid’or and Quadrupel with a matching glass. 
(4 gift boxes per order)
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KASTEEL - CUVEE DU CHATEAU GIFT PACK
25.4oz bottle of Kasteel’s Cuvee Du Chateau. 
(6 bottles per order)

KASTEEL - CUVEE DU CHATEAU WOODEN GIFT BOX
2 - 25.4oz bottles of Kasteel’s Cuvee Du Chateau with a matching glass, 
packaged in a wooden box.  
(4 giftboxes per order)

KWAK PAUWEL GIFT BOX
4 - bottles of Kwak Pauwel with Glass and glass stand. 
(6 gift boxes per order)



Happy Holidays


